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Abstract
In this paper, which is a sequel to [3], we perform probabilistic
analysis under the random Euclidean and the random length mod-
els of the probabilistic minimum spanning tree (PMST) problem and
the two re-optimization strategies, in which we find the MST or the
Steiner tree respectively among the points that are present at a par-
ticular instance. Under the random Euclidean model we prove that
with probability 1, as the number of points goes to infinity, the ex-
pected length of the PMST is the same with the expectation of the
MST re-optimization strategy and within a constant of the Steiner
re-optimization strategy. In the random length model, using a result
of Frieze [6], we prove that with probability 1 the expected length
of the PMST is asymptotically smaller than the expectation of the
MST re-optimization strategy. These results add evidence that a pri-
ori strategies may offer a useful and practical method for resolving
combinatorial optimization problems on modified instances.
Key words: Probabilistic analysis, combinatorial optimization, minimum span-
ning tree, Steiner tree.
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1 Introduction
In Bertsimas [3] we have introduced the following variation of the classical
minimum spanning tree problem. Given a weighted graph G = (V, E) and a
probability of presence p(S) for each subset S of V, we want to construct an a
priori spanning tree of minimum expected length in the following sense: on
any given instance of the problem delete the vertices and their adjacent edges
among the set of absent vertices provided that the tree remains connected.
The problem of finding an a priori spanning tree of minimum expected length
is the probabilistic minimum spanning tree (PMST) problem. Given an a
priori tree T we define LT(S) to be the length of the tree which connects
nodes from the set S of present nodes using only parts of T. The problem
can then be defined formally as follows:
Problem definition:
Given a graph G = (V,E), not necessarily complete, a cost function c:
E R, a probability function p: 2v - [0, 1] we want to find a tree T that
minimizes the expected length E[LT]:
E[LT] = E p(S)LT(S), (1)
SCV
where the summation is taken over all subsets of V.
Rather than using this strategy for updating the solution as instances are
modified probabilistically, because of the absence of certain nodes from the
graph, we propose the following re-optimization strategies:
1. A re-optimization strategy EMST, in which we find the minimum span-
ning tree (ST) of the set of present nodes in every instance. We
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denote with LMST(S) the length of the MST of the nodes in the set S.
2. A re-optimization strategy ESTEINER, in which we find the minimum
Steiner tree of the set of present nodes in every instance. We denote
with LSTEINER(S) the length of the Steiner tree of the nodes in the set
S, using possibly nodes from the set V - S.
We then define the expectation of these re-optimization strategies as follows:
E[AEMST] - Z P(S)LMST(S), (2)
SCv
E[CSTEINER] - z P(S)LSTEINER(S). (3)
SCV
Clearly both these re-optimization strategies and the PMST problem de-
fine strategies to update minimum spanning tree solutions when problem's
instances are modified probabilistically because of the absence of certain
nodes from the graph. The PMST strategy, however, has certain advantages
over the two re-optimization strategies, the most important of which are that
it is a robust strategy, in the sense that it does not change the underlying
network structure and is a real time strategy, in the sense that solutions for
modified instances can be computed in linear time (O(n)).
In [3] we have reviewed some of the applications of the PMST problem,
but we have proved that unfortunately the PMST problem is NP -complete.
After examining some interesting combinatorial properties of the problem,
we established the relation of the PMST problem with the MST and the
network design problem and found some special cases in which the problem
is solvable in polynomial time.
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The present paper addresses a fundamental issue in a specific problem.
How does the idea of having an a priori solution to a combinatorial opti-
mization problem compare with re-optimization strategies in terms of per-
formance? The paper attempts to show that at least for the case of the MST
problem the idea of having an a priori solution, which is easily updated when
instances are modified, not only is a natural one but it is very attractive in
terms of performance. Our method of comparing the different strategies is
a probabilistic one. NWe perform a probabilistic analysis of the PMST prob-
lem and the two re-optimization strategies we have defined under the two
models that have been widely used in the literature, the random Euclidean
model and the random length model. Under the random Euclidean model
the points are uniformly and independently distributed in the unit square.
Under the random length model we are given a complete network with the
costs c(i,j) being uniform random variables in (0, 1). Since we want to find
the performance of these strategies as the number of points goes to infin-
ity, we assume that every point has the same probability of presence p and
therefore p(S) = plSl(l _ p)n-lsl, where n = IVI.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we review the related re-
search. In section 3 we establish the asymptotic behavior of the MST and the
Steiner re-optimization strategies in the random Euclidean model. In section
4, we prove that the PMST problem is a subadditive monotone Euclidean
functional and then we apply Steele's [19] theory of subadditive Euclidean
functionals to establish the asymptotic behavior of the PMST problem. Sur-
prisingly, we prove that the expectation of the PMST strategy and the MST
re-optimization strategy are asymptotically the same with probability 1. In
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section 5 we characterize the asymptotic behavior of the MST re-optimization
strategy under the random length model. Exploiting some bounds for the
expectation of the PMST strategy and the established characterization of
the MST re-optimization strategy, we prove that that the expectation of the
MST re-optimization strategy is asymptotically larger than the expectation
of the PMST strategy. In the final section we discuss the importance of our
results.
2 Related Research
Research at the interface between probability theory and combinatorial op-
timization spans a period of over 30 years and has been in recent years at
the center of much activity. The dominant trends of this interplay which are
relevant to this paper can be summarized as follows:
Probabilistic analysis of combinatorial optimization problems in
the random Euclidean model.
Research in this area was initiated in the pioneering paper by Beardwood,
Halton and Hammersley [1]. After a period of more than 15 years and moti-
vated by the significant advances in theoretical computer science, Karp [13]
used their result to propose a partitioning heuristic, which constitutes an
e-approximation algorithm for the TSP in the Euclidean plane.
In the last decade, the asymptotic properties of many combinatorial op-
timization problems in the Euclidean plane have been investigated. To name
a few, one can cite: the minimum spanning tree problem (Gilbert [7]); the
dial-a-ride problem (Stein [22]); the matching problem (Papadimitriou [16]);
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optimal triangulation of random points in the plane (Steele [20]); geometric
location problems (Fisher and Hochbaum [5], Papadimitriou [17], Hochbaum
and Steele [11], Zemel [23], Haimovitch and Magnanti [10]); the vehicle rout-
ing problem (Haimovitch and Rinnooy Kan [9]). The most general analysis
in this direction is due to Steele [19], where the theory of subadditive Eu-
clidean functionals is developed to obtain very sharp limit theorems for a
broad class of combinatorial optimization problems.
Probabilistic analysis of combinatorial optimization problems in
the random length model.
In the last decade there have been numerous papers dealing with the be-
havior of combinatorial optimization problems when the costs involved are
taken from a probability distribution. Interest in this area started after the
pioneering paper of Karp [14] (for a very nice exposition see Karp and Steele
[15]) on the TSP and the attempts to explain probabilistically the success
of the simplex method for linear programming. Of particular relevance to
present work are the two papers on the minimum spanning tree problem by
Frieze [6] and Steele [21].
Probabilistic analysis of probabilistic combinatorial optimization
problems.
By generalizing the concept of having an a priori solution in order to solve in-
stances of an original problem to other combinatorial optimization problems,
one can define a class of what we call probabilistic combinatorial optimization
problems. In contrast to their deterministic counterparts, the professional lit-
erature on probabilistic combinatorial optimization problems to date is very
sparse. Interest in this area started with the Ph.D thesis of Jaillet [12] on
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the probabilistic traveling salesman problem (PTSP), for which he proved
asymptotic theorems under the random Euclidean model. In Bertsimas [2]
we sharpen his result on the asymptotic behavior of the PTSP and inves-
tigate the asymptotic behavior of the probabilistic vehicle routing problem
and facility location problems.
3 Re-optimization Strategies in the Random
Euclidean Model
Let X(n) (X 1,..., X,) be n points, which are uniformly and independently
distributed in the unit square. It is well known (Steele [19]) that if
LIfsT(X(n)) A the length of the MST on X (n) ,
and similarly,
LnSTEINER(X( )) the length of the Steiner tree on X ( n) ,
then with probability 1 as n -, oo, there are constants 3MST and fSTEINER
such that
LMST(X ())\/V-' fMST, LSTEINER(X( ))/3V ' 1STEINER. (4)
Let the probability of presence of any point be p. The expectation of the
MST re-optimization strategy on X (n) is then
n
E[E s(X(n))] = P pk(1 _ p)n-k E LMST(X(n); S), (5)
k=O S:IS[=k
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where LMST(X("); S) denotes the MST if the points are X (n ) and the set of
present points is S. Similarly,
n
E[TE R(X(n)) = 1 k(l _ pn-k
k=O
Z LSTEINER(X(n); S).
S:ISI=k
We can now prove the following result:
Theorem 1
NWith probability 1
lim E[,,sT(X( )1/ = OMST~S,
lim E[TEINER(X( ))]r1 = /STEINER.
Proof:
Let TW be the number of nodes being present and
hk A E LMST(X(n);S)
S:lsl=k
Then
- p)n-kh k =
k=O)
Pr{W = k}hk.
k=O
Fix > 0. Then
E[yST(X ())] =
rnp(1-)l -1
k=O
Pr{W = k}hk +
n
k= rnp(l+)]+l
Pr{W = k}hk+
Since LMST(X(n); S) <
result,
Pr{I14 = k}hk+
rnp(l+c)l
+ Pr{W = k}hk.
k= for some conp(-)stant c, then h 
c/jij for some constant c, then hk < ci.
Pr{W = k)hk < cVPr{IW-npl > npe}.
n
k= np(l+e) +1
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[np(1-e)]-1
k=O
As a
E[En (n))]
MST(X
From the Chernoff bound (Raghavan [18]) we have
Pr{IW- np > npE} < 2[(1 + 6)'+]n p = 26n,
The contribution of the first two terms is then
Pr{W = k}hk + Pr{W = k}hk < 2cV6n, 6<1.
k= rnp(1+)l+1
For [np(l - )1 < k < np(l + 6)1 we apply (4) and get that with probability
1
Ve > 0,3 k, :VS, with ISI = k > k, LMST(X(n); S) MST < 
-- < MST _- C=:
hk
-6 < -k _ /MST _< .
In addition,
[np(l+c)l
k= rnp(l-c)l
Pr{W = k} = Pr{JW - npl < npE} > 1 - 26n.
Therefore,
(IMST - e)(1 - 26 n ) <
rnp(l+)l]
k= np(1-)
Pr{W = k}- <
from which
(3MsT-E)(1- 2 ) p(l - e6) <
rnp(l +)
k=Fnp(l-z)l
Pr{W = k}hk/v/n < (IMST+e)Vp(l + e).
Combining the above bounds, we find that almost surely Ve > O, Vn > -kn--
- p(1--)
( 3AST-)(1- 2 6) p( - 6) < (flMST+e)V/p( )++2e2Cn.
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rnp(l-)l-1
k=O
0<6<1.
(#MST + 6)1,
E ,nMST(X(n) ] <
X/n-
Since e can be arbitrarily small, we let e -- 0 and thus we prove the theorem.
Exactly the same argument proves the result for the Steiner re-optimization
strategy. 
If np - ec note that theorem 1 still holds as follows:
limoo E[EMST(X()]/ = MST, lim E[ESTEINER(X( )]IV = STEINER-
Intuitively, the results mean that the expectation of these strategies are
highly predictable. The next interesting and natural question to address
is what is asymptotically the expectation of the PMST strategy.
4 The PMST Strategy in the Random Eu-
clidean Model
We prove in this section that asymptotically we can characterize very sharply
the expected length of the optimal PMST. We define LT(X(n); S) to be the
length of the tree under the PMST strategy if the points are X(n), the set
of present points is S and the a priori tree is T. If E[Ln(X(n))] denotes the
expected length of an a priori tree T, then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2
Let X(n) be a sequence of points distributed independently and uniformly
in the unit square and p the coverage probability of each point. Then with
probability 1
lim E[L (X())]/v = M STi, (6)
where Tp is the optimal PIST.
Proof:
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We will first prove that with probability 1 lim_, E[L-p(X(-))]//V exists.
In order to prove this we check if the functional
f(x(n)) E[ (X(n))]
is a subadditive monotone Euclidean functional (Steele [19]).
1. f(X(n)) is Euclidean, because clearly it is invariant under translation,
i.e.
f(X (n) + )= f(X(n))
and it is linear, i.e.
f(aX(n)) = af(X(n)).
2. f(X(n)) is monotone, because clearly
f({( u x(-)) f(x(n)).
3. Clearly f(X(n)) has finite variance, i.e.
Var[f(X(n)) < x.
4. f(X(n)) is subadditive, i.e. if Q, i = 1,... m2 is a partition of the unit
square in m 2 subsquares then
m2
f(sXn) n [0, r]2) < E f(X(n) n rQ) + crm.
i=l
It is not clear that the subadditivity property holds for the PMST problem.
We will next concentrate in proving this property. Consider the following
algorithm:
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1. For every non-empty subsquare Q; construct the PMST T for the
points X(n) n rQi.
2. Select a point in each subsquare which is a leaf in Ti. Call these points
representatives. Consider the representatives as points always present
("black" points).
3. Construct a MST T' among the representatives.
4. The trees Ti and the T* create a tree T, which connects all the points
X(n).
The expected length of the tree T is
m
2
E[LT] = fi(X(n) n rQi) + LT*,
i=l
where fl(X(r) n rQi) is the expected length of Ti in which one point, the
representative, is always present (it is a "black" node) and all the others
have probability p for being present. If we turn a "black" node to a "white"
node (a node which has probability p of being present), the expected length
of T decreases. The resulting tree has expected length not smaller than
E[LT], since by definition Tp is the PMST. Then
mn
2
E[LTp] < fi(X( n) n rQi) + LT.. (7)
i=l
It is well known (Eilon et al. [4]) that
LT. < beZ72 = brm,
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K.
Figure 1: The set K,
that is the MST of I points in an area A is less than bv/iA for some constant b.
In our case I < m 2 and A = r2. The question now is to relate fi(X(n ) n rQ,)
with f(X( n) n rQ/) or equivalently E[LT,] with E[LT, la leaf is a black node].
The expected length E[LT] is given by
E[LT,] = c(e){1 - (1 - p)lKl)}{1 - (1 - p)ni-IKl}) (8)
eET,
where K, is defined to be the set of nodes that the component not containing
the black node i has, if the edge e is deleted from the tree (see Figure 1)
and ni the number of points in X(n) n rQi. The above equation is derived
by considering the contribution of every edge of the tree T1 in the expected
length of Ti. Note that with this definition IK,e is not restricted to be less
than Fni/21. Similarly,
E[LT,iz is black] = , c(e){1 -(1 - p)lIKl}.
eETi-
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Then,
E[LTJ] = Z c(e){l - (1 - p)lKcl} _ Z c(e)(1 - p)"'-IK'l{1 -_ (1 - p)lKel} =
eETi eETi
E[LT, li is black] - C c(e)(1 - p)"'-lIK'le{ -(1 - p)lKI}.
eET,
As a result,
E[LTjli is black] < E[LT,]+Z c(e)(1-p)ni-IKl < E[LT]+cH; Z: (l-p)n'- IKeI
eET, eETi
We need to bound the term -eET,(1 - p)nj-IKel.
Claim: s(Ti) - eET,(1- p)n-Kc < (1 -p)/p[l -
We will prove the claim by induction on ni. For ni
(1 - p) + (1 - p) 2 = (1 - p)/p[1 - (1 - p)3-1].
Suppose the claim is true for ni -1. Consider a tree
exists a second leaf j other than i. Deleting j we
ni- 1 nodes. Then
(1 _ p)n-1]
= 3, EeEr, (1 - p)3-IKC I =
Tnt with
obtain a
ni nodes. There
tree Tn- 1 with
-- wit
s(Tin) = (Tlni-1) + (1 - p)n,-l < (1- p)/p[ - (1 - p)'-2] + (1 _- p)n-l =
(1 - p)/p[l -(1 - p)-],
by the induction hypothesis, and thus the claim is proved.
As a result of the claim we find that
E[LTli is black] < E[Lr] + cm(l - p)/p.
Since Cmax < / 2 r/m, we find that
fl (X(r) n rQi) < f(X() n rQ) + V2(1 - p)r/mp. (9)
1 .5
From (7) and (9) we then conclude that
mr
2
E[LTp] = f(X(n) n [0, r]2) < Z f(X(n) n rQi) + (b + v¶(1 - p)/p)rm,
which means that the PMST problem is subadditive. Monotone subadditive
Euclidean functionals are almost surely asymptotic to ,3/3n. In our case there
exists a constant (p) such that with probability 1
lim E[Ln(X))]/ = (p)
It remains to prove that (p) = 3MSTP-. We first prove that there is a
constant A such that 3(p) = A/p.
If Ex denotes the expectation taken over all random sequences X(n) and
E denotes the expectation under the PMIST strategy, we have proved that
ExE[L p(X'())]/Vn- converges as n -+ o. In fact, we have proved something
much stronger, namely the functional converges almost surely. Consider now
two sets S1,S 2 of present points such that ISI = S21 = k. Since the coor-
dinates of the points are random, Ex[LTP(X(n); S1)] = Ex[LTP(X(); S2)] =
q(k), i.e. the tree formed from the PMST strategy on the instance S depends
only on the cardinality of the set not on the identity of the points in S. As
a result of this observation,
n
ExE[L (X(n))] = pk(1 _p )n-k E Ex [LTP(X(n); S)] =
k=O S:ISI=k
Fix > 0. Let WI be the number of nodes being present. Then
[np(1-c)1-1 n
ExE[Lp(X(n))] = Pr{W = k}q(k)+ £ Pr{W =
k=O k= rnp(l+)l +1
k}q(k)+
16
--
*I
[np(l+,)l
+ E
k= rnp(1-)l
Pr{W = k}q(k).
But since q(k) = Ex[LTP(X(); S)] < kv'2 < nv', as every tree on k points
is less than k times the largest possible distance, we obtain
rnp(1+)l
ExE[LTp(X(n))] < nvPr{lW - npl > npE} + E
k=[np(1-)l
From the Chernoff bound (Raghavan [18]) we have
Pr{lW - npl > npE} < 2[(1 + ]np = 2 'n,
(+)+' -2~
In addition, the function q(k) is obviously increasing and thus
ExE[L~ (X~())] < 2nV/6~n + q(rnp(l + )1).
Furthermore, since q(k) is increasing
ExE[L (X(n))] > q([np(l-E)])Pr{ W-npl < npe} > q(np(l-t)i)(1-2).
Combining the two bounds we obtain that
q([np(l - E)1)(1 - 2n) < ExE[Ln (X(n))]
TP <
Taking limits and using the fact that lim,, ooExE[Lnp(X(n))] = 6(p), we
obtain that
lim q( p ) = (p),
n--' l oo
since can be arbitrarily small. As a result,
3(p) = lim q([ p) =
nf-~N 0 - lim q (F l)YY---* I"
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Pr{W = k}q(k).
0< < 1.
0)1)2nV2-6 + q(rp(l +
.
Thus, limm- 0o exists and it is equal to >(pi. A critical observation is
that the lina N-oo is a number independent of p. Therefore, there exists
a constant A independent of p such that
(p)= A5.
From (8) we can find the following bounds
p(l - (1 - p)-')LT < E[LT] < LT
Since LMST < LT and E[LTJ] < E[LMST], where LMST is the MST, we find
that
p(l - (1 - p)n-1)LAIST < E[LTp] < E[LMST] < LMST. (10)
As a result, we find the following bounds on (p):
p 3MST < A/,j < OMST,
since LMST IMSTV/# as n -- oo almost surely. Letting p -- 1 we get that
A = 3kST. which proves the theorem. 
Let us compare the PMST strategy with the MST and the STEINER
re-optimization strategy. Using theorems 1, 2 we can establish that with
probability 1:
lim E[L(X'())] = 1, lim E[L(X(n))] MST
- E[En (X'(n))] Xn-° LE[USTEINER(X())] ISTEINER
If we adopt the Gilbert and Pollak [8] conjecture that m-sT = z 115
OSTEINER
then the PMST strategy is asymptotically within 15 percent of the Steiner
re-optimization strategy.
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5 The PMST and the MST Re-optimization
Strategy in the Random Length Model
In this model we are given a complete graph with the costs c(i,j) being
independently and uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and the coverage probability
p fixed. We want to compare the MST re-optimization strategy and the
PMIST strategy asymptotically. Ve base our analysis on the following quite
remarkable result, proved by Frieze [6].
Theorem 3 (Frieze [6], Steele [21])
In the random length model, with probability 1
0 1
lim LIST = ¢(3) = 3 1.202..
k=1
Remark: Frieze proved that the above theorem holds in probability and Steele
strengthened the result to prove almost sure convergence.
Based on this result we prove the following theorem about the behavior
of the MIST re-optimization strategy.
Theorem 4
In the random length model, for all p such that lim,,_o np = oo, with prob-
ability 1
lim E[EfST] = ¢(3), (11)
and for all p such that lirn,_X np = 0
lim E[toSTo] = .
Proof:
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From (5)
n
E[ ST = pk(1 - p),-k
k=O
E LMST(S),
S:ISI=k
where LkST(S) is the length of the MST in the instance S. Let W be the
number of nodes being present and
dk= 
S:IS =k
LkIST(S) 
Then
E[ES] =E[MST] -' )p k(l - p)n-kdk =
Fix e > 0. Then
E[AIST] =
rnp( -)l1 -I
k=O
Pr{W = k}dk +
k= rnp(l+c)l +1
-- PrTW = k}dk.
k= rnp(1 -)1
Since LkIST < (k - 1)V2 < n2, then dk < nV. As a result,
Pr {W = k}dk+ Ek=[np(a+c)]+1 Pr{w = k}dk < nV2'Pr{IW-npl > npc}.
From the Chernoff bound (Raghavan [18]) we have
e> <2[ 
Pr{IW - np > np) < 2[( + )a+f]n = 2n,
The contribution of the first two terms is
Pr{W = k}dk +
k= rnp(l+e) +1
Pr{lf = k}dk < 2n/6n",
20
Z Pr{W = kdk.
k=O
Pr{W = k}dk+
rnp(i-c)l -1
k=O
(12)
[np(1-e)1 -1
k=O
0<6<1.
6<1.
(13)
For np(l - c)1 < k < np(l + c)] we apply theorem 3, which intuitively says
that dk -* (3) as np -- oo. Formally, with probability 1
V > , k,E: VS, with SI = k > k, -E < LT(S)- (3) < 
- < dk- (3) < .
In addition
rnp(l+c)]
E3 Pr{l' = k} = Pr{fW - npl < npc} > 1 - 2n.
k= [np(1-c)]
We can then find the following bounds on the third term in (12)
[np(l+c)l
(((3) - )(1 - 2) < E Pr{W = k}dk < (((3) + )1. (14)
k= rnp(1-e)1
Combining (13) and (14), we find that almost surely
V > 0, n > (1 ) (((3)-E)(1-26") < E[EnST] < ((3)+e)+2nv '-.
Since can be arbitrarily small, we let e -+ 0 and thus we prove the theorem.
The case with limnO,, np = 0 is proved using very similar arguments. 
For the PIST strategy we will only need an easy bound in order to
compare this strategy with the MST re-optimization strategy. By combining
the bounds (10) with theorem 3 we obtain:
Proposition 4
With probability 1 as n oc
p((3) < E[L p] < (3).
21
We conjecture that
Conjecture 5
In the random length model with probability 1 as n - oo
E[L ] = p((3).o
One can observe that we have not discussed the Steiner re-optimization strat-
egy in this model. The reason is that there do not exist sharp theorems char-
acterizing the asymptotic behavior of the deterministic Steiner tree problem
in the random length model like theorem 3 in the MST case. Since the
Steiner re-optimization strategy is always better than the PMST strategy
the following ordering holds asymptotically with probability 1:
E[E7TEINERj < E[LTp] < E[MST] = (3).
6 Concluding Remarks
This paper addressed the important issue of comparing an alternative strat-
egy to the strategy of re-optimization in the case of a classical combinatorial
optimization problem (the MST problem), when problem instances are mod-
ified. This strategy has the property that it finds a solution to the modified
instance very quickly (in linear time) and so it can be used in real time,
but it is suboptimal. The re-optimization strategies on the contrary find
the optimal solution at every instance, but they need exponential time for
the Steiner re-optimization strategy and quadratic time for the MST re-
optimization strategy.
.22
In order to compare these strategies, we compared their expectation
rather than comparing how the strategies behave on individual instances.
It is quite surprising to find that the PMST strategy is asymptotically equiv-
alent in terms of performance to the MST re-optimization strategy in the
random Euclidean model and at least as good (we conjecture strictly bet-
ter) in the random length model. Under the random Euclidean model, the
PMST strategy is asymptotically within a constant factor from the Steiner
re-optimization strategy. These results add evidence that a priori strategies
may offer a useful and practical method for resolving combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems on modified instances.
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